【Abstract】 Handoff block rate is a very important QoS (Quality of Service) indicator in mobile communication. In hard handoff, the conventional method of reducing handoff block is to reserve some channels especially for handoff mobile terminals in the cell or cell group. This is a static method. It can guarantee the handoff successful rate, but in the meantime, some resource of wireless channel is wasted. In this paper, a dynamic reserving channel resource algorithm has been put forward on accessing instantaneous process. It can improve the utility of wireless network resource. In the paper, this algorithm also is tested in simulating experiment. The results show that the algorithm is available. s set in the steady-state probability system state i。From the graph we can get the equilibrium equations system：
network within the area, Another is users who are receiving services in other area, Moving to this area,，handoff will happen。Handoff failure，The area is blocking access，the user service will lose network connections，it affects network service quality Greatly。Influence factors of handoff success， One of the main reasons of shortage of wireless channel resources。 In order to reduce the blocking access， The existing measure is generally reserveing a certain amount of channel resources in each district，for area access [1, 2, 3] 。This method is static， To ensure the area of low enough to recent access， but it may greatly waste precious wireless resources。In view of this situation，with the transient processe of access model， this paper puts forward a dynamic resource reserve algorithm.
District static channel reserved algorithmTorch
In the traditional scheme，The most typical and currently in widespread use is priority(channel reserved ） Handoff scheme [1] ，In this scheme, system in S a channel reserved s set in the steady-state probability system state i。From the graph we can get the equilibrium equations system：
Based on the normalized conditions：
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Among the pi(t) for the system in the moment t has occupied channe，t = 0 set in the system when I channel access，The initial condition P i (0) = 1，P j (0) = 0，i ≠ j we can use the method of generating function equations, G(t,z)
One G = G (t, z). When Pi (0) = 1, this differential equation of the initial conditions for G (t), z z = I.G(t,z)= z i 。 Consider quations: 
Dynamic obligate channel algorithm
1、 System model and the algorithm of the above described the basic agreement1、In the village there S channels. 
